
MICE around Hammamet

 Hammamet – Sousse –

Monastie & Mahdia



Hotels
•5* Hotel   Le Royale Hammamet

•5* Hotel   The Russelior

•5* Hotel   Saphir Palace

•5* Hotel   Golden Tulip Taj Sultan

•4* Hotel   Diar Lemdina

•4* Hotel   Le Sultan Hammamet

•5* Hotel   Thalassa Monastir

•5* Hotel   Moevenpik Sousse



The Hotel ''Le Royal Hammamet'' is a member of the "Le Royal Group"

which specializes in managing luxurious 5* hotels.

The Hotel has 266 luxurious bedrooms, all with en suite bathroom/shower.

Each room has its own private terrace, individually controlled air

conditioned, direct dial telephone, remote control satellite television, hair
dryer, mini bar and safe deposit box,wifi Internet connection.

5* Hotel Le Royale Hammamet  





5* Hotel The Russelior
The Russelior, also known as the Coral plant or the Fountain plant, falls 

under the Cosmopolitan plants family. This exotic plant has numerous stems. 

It is also a quadrangular rare kind with multiple falling back branches that are 

quite tangled. In fact, the Russelior is an original plant with stretched-oval 

leaves which are fresh- green during the four seasons. The Russelior grows 

from spring time till the end of the summer season. Following the growth 

stage, its flowers, which are tiny with a tube-shaped cup, usually bunch 

together at the end of long skinny scapes. Accordingly, the plant looks 

covered with a scarlet set of little bells. 

BUSINESS CENTER:

*1 Main conference hall of 300 seats (Amphitheater style). 

*5 halls of sub-commission from 20 up to 40 seats (Amphitheater style). 

*Conventions and corporate events. 

*Business or personal meetings in the suites or salon, also private business 

dinners upon request. 

*Business center with internet access and printer. 

*Changing of trip itinerary upon request (consult the reception desk). 

*Interpreter upon your request (consult the reception desk) 

*VIP salon “Neila’s Lounge”: Located in the hall, the VIP salon is just for 

private reunions of 4 to 6 persons. 

INTERNET: 

FREE!!! , A free wireless internet access (WIFI) is absolutely free of charge.





5* Hotel Saphir Palace HammametWith a prime seafront location, between the Medina and the breathtaking

Yasmine Hammamet beach, just 50 minutes from the Tunis-Carthage

international airport and one hour from Monastir, the Saphir is ideal for

business or holiday travel. Right in the heart of Tunisia's current "hot spot"

and most trendy destination, this exquisite 5-star hotel is close to tourist
attractions, golf courses, casinos, convention center, discotheques and more.

The guest rooms are all sumptuously appointed and rather spacious with

delightful balconies, many with fabulous views of the sea. The junior suites

(54 m²) include vast bay windows with impressive, panoramic Mediterranean

views.

We have transformed conviviality and comfort into an art form. Our

restaurants and bars provide the perfect setting for relaxing and socializing

and offer refined French cuisine with the latest in fusion dishes from around

the world





5* Hotel Golden Tulip Tej Sultan

The new Vincci Resort Taj Sultan offers you 40,000 squares meters of 

gardens for your enjoyment, being the best choice for a 5 - star vacation. 

Vincci Resort Taj sultan has 235 rooms, including doubles, triples and

quadruples.

Ample Junior suites and family suites are also available. Every room is fully

equipped with satellite TV, direct dial phone, safe and a complete bathroom.

Everything you may need to make your vacation memorable.

The principal restaurant proposes dressers in a room made very luminous by

its picture window and its tables with the white tablecloths. Several

transparent partitions ensure a certain intimacy the guests. One can also take

his meals on the terrace which saw on the swimming pool. The dishes,

simple but good, take as a starting point French receipts become

international: jumped of ox, blanquette of veal are neighborly with fish with

aromatics, pastes with gratin and vegetables vapor.





The hotel Diar Lemdina is located in full heart of the new tourist station

Yasmine Hammamet which is spread out over 278 ha along a sea front of

4Km.

2 external swimming pools with deckchairs and parasols as well as a

covered swimming pool heated in winter only. Into Extra: a Center of Fitness.

a Casino “Medina”. Artisanal souk & shops of craft industry. Restaurants

and Coffees

Hotel Diar Lemdina Far from the great places and of spaces of animation, the

districts of dwelling are preserved noise and bathe in quietude at end to

guarantee successful stays with Hammamet to you. The residences

constitute true small islands with lanes and dead ends.

Diar Erriadh Of the Persian type, it takes as a starting point an architectural

unit which is in Ispahan, the “Makam of the Shah” (residence of the Shah),

one also finds the lines of Spanish architecture there.

Diar Elbousten Of Persian and Andalusian inspiration, with its hot colors and

its private patios, it is built around a swimming pool and of a garden, and

has 35 apartments.

Diar Sidi Bou Said Recreating the environment of the most famous Tunisian

village, it offers 75 apartments. Placed meadows or on the ramparts, certain

apartments offers a sight on the sea.

4* Hotel Diar Lemdina





4* Hotel Le Sultan Hammamet

Located in a luxuriant vegetation and set between two beautiful fine sand

beaches, the Sultan is situated near a grand casino, at 3 Km from the city

centre of Hammamet and 6 Km from the golf courses of Yasmine and

Citrus.

250 rooms and suites of great elegance, all a balcony or a terrace, facing

the garden or the sea, bath, WC, telephone, radio satellite TV, safety box,

air-conditioning and heating.

Main restaurant for buffet Breakfast and Dinner, coffee shop and a

barbecue









5* Hotel Thalassa Monastir
This hotel has a fantastic beachfront spot. It looks out over Monastir beach. 

What’s more, it’s set a little on its own, five kilometres from the centre, so you’ve 

got peace and quiet as well.

In terms of attractions, the pool comes in a close second to the beach. Shaped 

like a giant urn, it’s set in to terraces studded with palms, wooden sunbeds and 

parasols. Between here and the beach, there’s also a lawned garden with a 

restaurant serving up drinks and a la carte lunches to accompany the Med views.

Room facilities 2 or 3 beds:Satellite

TV ,Telephone ,Hairdryer ,Minibar ,Heating ,Balcony or terrace ,Safety deposit box 

hire ,Single rooms ,Non-smoking rooms on request









5* Hotel Moevenpik Sousse

On the horizon of Tunisia’s liveliest town lies the Mövenpick Resort &

Marine Spa Sousse. Stretched out along a sparkling beachfront, this

exquisite getaway offers all you expect from a perfect holiday experience

Discover our family-oriented resort and experience unique holidays. We

successfully combine modern conference and banqueting facilities, as

well as an array of culinary delights. Above all, we strive to make your stay

in Sousse a memorable one.

All 588 rooms, 22 suites with balconies, 14 Executive suites with terrace, 1

Presidential suite are fully equipped to the highest standard. They include

LCD interactive TV with cable and satellite channels, air

conditioning/individual climate control, direct dial phone/voicemail, high

speed Internet access, safety deposit box, coffee and tea making facilities

and a minibar.









Incentives and 

Motivation



Berber village: Team building activities
Jeep car drive to Jradou and Sidi Jedidi: Takrouna

Little Berber villages on the hill of the mountain belonging to the Atlas Chain, with

a superb panorama over the Sahel region

Installation of a Berber camp (tent for tattoo, Berber bread, tea…)

A chief cook is at the disposal of the group: you will follow the entire process of

preparing the typical Berber Bred “Tabouna”! The most adventurous could try it.

Or do you want to ask about the preparation of our famous “Couscous”?

The group will be shared in 10 teams with 15 persons each one.

The players of each team will have a « Tee shirt » in different colours.
Several activities will be planned for the « Team building » such as:

•Cooking competition of a local famous plate under the watch eye of a chief 

cooker.

•Bicycles survival or trekking to the surrounding mountain & botanic explanations.

•Assembly of a Berber tent

•Donkey & camel race

•Pottery stands and each team will try to produce an article.

•Painting on pottery.

•Archery. 

•Quad competition.  

•Moorish Bath entirely privatised. 

•Answering enigma of a local fortune teller



Themed evenings

Evenings around the pool or in magical locations, fully privatized, with a historic

theme (in a Carthaginian, Roman, Oriental, Bedouin setting or just like back

home, Black & White)! 1,001 ideas waiting for you to choose from, and that’s

just the beginning.



Hammamet and Monastir 

region: Sample program



Day 1
Arrival at Tunis Carthage International or Monastir airport.

 Personalized welcome in the group’s name.

Hostess, name board, logistical support, etc.

Transfer by bus to the selected hotel.

Distribution of keys, personalized to your brand, ensuring a smooth check-in.

Welcome cocktail. Luggage sent to rooms.

 Buffet dinner around the pool or in a private dining room (entertainment to be 

determined).

Overnight at the hotel.

Day 2: Congress program or “à la carte” excursion:
Buffet breakfast.

Morning meeting in the plenary room. Rich coffee break.

Barbecue lunch around the pool.

 Optional: Discover the maze of narrow streets in the medina (rally or treasure 

hunt).

Visit to the Bardo Museum, boasting one of the richest collections of mosaics 

in the world.

 Lunch or dinner in a 17th-century palace: A selection of appetizing Tunisian 

dishes will delight your palette.

A harpist will accompany the dinner and captivate you with gentle Arab-

Andalusian music.

Overnight in the hotel.



Sidi Bou Saïd
After a relaxing visit or “treasure hunt”, your day finishes with a cocktail at

sunset at Baron d'Erlanger’s palace or on the terrace of Dar Saïd!

Blue and white set against a backdrop of green as though it were eternal

spring! The perfume of jasmine and cascading bougainvillea decorate the

doorways along the narrow streets of Sidi Bou Saïd. The possibility of

private hire of the Dar Annabi Museum, Baron d’Erlanger’s palace or the

charming hotel Dar Saïd, which looks down over the marina and boasts

unbeatable views of the Gulf of Tunis, is a sensational idea! Top-flight

gastronomic service underlines deserved luxury.



Museum of Bardo/ Medina of Tunis
The Bardo museum is situated in the old palace of the bey,

in what was the countryside before, and offers both itself

and and the exhibits to be admired. The tour around the

museum is a a tour through Tunisian history, though

dominated by Punic, Roman and Christian periods.

The best exhibits of more recent times, are the remains of

the palace itself, even if this of course do not give a fair

representation of general life styles of its time.

‘’It is one of the most seminal museums in the world. It

displays relics from a long history stretching from remote

prehistoric times to the contemporary epoch. It houses the

largest mosaic collection of the world’’. Continuation to the

Medina of Tunis We suggest a guided visit through the

winding streets of Tunis' old town, an opportunity to see the

rich cultural heritage of old walled city and to discover the

exquisite craftsmanship of Tunisia's artisans.

'Souk' is the Arabic name for market; 'medina' is the Arabic

name for town. In Tunis today, the souk is also called

medina. And there is a good reason: most of what once was

Tunis is today like one enormous shopping centre and

handicrafts factory.

Today, the medina is still inhabited, but only a small

percentage of the total population of Tunis lives in these

quarters.



Treasure Hunt
Medina of Tunis







Day 3: Congress program or physical - mechanical or soft team building
Buffet breakfast in the hotel.

Meeting and Congress centre available.

Team Building:

wide choice with an offer tailored to our clients’ partners’ needs:

 Karting race on a 950m professional track: Competition and excitement 

guaranteed!

Buggy and quads: The fun of driving off-road in the surrounding hills and 

fields.

Horse riding excursions, hikes or even bike rides.

Crafts to create and excitement to be had.

Golf.

Nautical sports and diving.

Boat trip in a pirate boat.

Wellbeing: From personalized-team building to the gentlest programs, the

wellness and thalasso-therapy centers in the Sahel region are ideally

equipped to meet your clients’ demands, from a simple getting back into

shape to full cure.

Overnight at the hotel.



Team building 



Day 4: Congress program or “à la carte” excursion
Buffet breakfast in the hotel.

Meeting and Congress centre available.

Option :Excursion to the holy city of Kairouan & lunch at the monastery hotel, 

La Kasbah.

Option :Excursion to the famous Roman amphitheatre of El Djem and the first 

garden port in the Mediterranean, Port el Kantaoui.

Option :Excursion to the towns of Sousse, Monastir and Mahdia, the most 

charming of the Sahel region’s Medina.

Option :Activities around the pool or on the beach:

 Tennis

Archery

Mini-golf

Tug of war

Egg throwing

Sack race

Prize giving to the winning team during dinner

Gala dinner to your choice of theme

Overnight at the hotel.
Day 5: Departure

- Buffet breakfast.

- Transfer by bus to Tunis airport.

- Assistance with check-in formalities.



Activities around the pool or on the beach



Wellness



Dinner At a private restaurant 

The harbor considered the jewel of Marina Hammamet was designed with form

and function to meet the standards for the marine aficionado coupled with the

state of the art marine equipment. The Marina Hammamet also provides scores

of coffee houses, restaurants, and entertainment centers along 18,000 square

meters over looking the Marina Hammamet. These store were specially

selected to enrich the Marina with the charm of an urban village



“Nobility Gala Dinner”Transfer to the new Medina of Yasmine Hammamet:

Optional: transfer by tourist train 
Through the work of numerous explorers, a Medina which will reminds us of

ancient times…

Recent archaeological excavations which led us to rediscover the ancient trail.

These excavations portray majestic architecture and constitute of genuine centre

with luxurious residences, markets, theatres, entertainment centres and even an

attraction park, Cartage Adventure land.

Miraculously, the notes on the architect’s astounding work were found and even

though they were in an advanced state of decomposition, were strongly revealing.

Scientists date these notes to being from the 16th century.

Welcome Cocktail at the “Rahba Space”

Upon arrival to the Medina complex, clients will be welcomed by a traditional

folkloric troupe dressed in typical tunica playing mythical songs “Hadhra” and

composed of 12 musicians.

Clients will be escorted until the Space “Rahba” close to the main scenery of the

main courtyard, where your clients will savour a delicious cocktail, while the

musicians are performing some wonderful Tableaux inspired from the local

traditions and culture.



The eyes as well as the palate of gastronomes will

be enchanted by this trip to the “1001 Nights” to

discover or experience once again the oriental

flavors in an atmosphere of the Mystery of Harm,

Dance of 7 Veils… Menu

Mezza : Chauds & froids

Tajine

Salades Tunisiennes

Boulettes de Viande

Merguez

Goujounettes de Dinde

Pinces de Crabes

Poulpes

Soupe Frik au poisson

Menu principal

Agneau à la gargoulette avec Riz aux fruits secs

Couscous Royal aux trois viandes (agneau - Boeuf et Poulet)

Dessert

Crème Tunisienne (Bouza) & patisseries Tunisiennes 

thé à la menthe



Entertainment: Folkloric troup, Gogo troup, belly dancers, juggler, fire eater, snake charmer. 

A simulation of a typical Berber village, with dromedaries, horses and some domestic animals

- A tent for traditional henna artists decorating hands and feet

- A tent for traditional Harkous

- A tent for people preparing the traditional bred 

- A tent for the traditional Waterpipes (Chicha)

- A tent for a fortune teller

The entertainment will include:

- A traditional Folklore troupe (with several dresses & dances)

- A belly dancer

- A Folkloric dancer

- A jar Juggler

- A sabre dance

Menu :

Soupe Frik à l’agneau

Trio de Salades + Mini brik

Agneau à la Gargoulette

Garniture Riz ou Couscous

Fruits

Pâtisseries Tunisiennes

Thé à la menthe



Berber Dinner at the restaurant 

“Douar”

Medina  Yassmine Hammamet
An exotic or traditional Tunisian dish: « Agneau à la gargoulette » lamb

cooked in a terracotta water jug with vegetables that is shattered

ceremoniously in front of you… !

The evening at the DOUAR is entertained by the folkloric troop called

«Fawanis el Médina».

Our repertory is composed of : Fantazia, sword dance, gun dance, jar

dance, scarf dance, dance from Djerba (Gougou), Sahara dance, fishermen

dance, harvest dance, cape dance, hunters’ dance, marriage… as well as fire

spatter, candle marking and welcome.
Capacity :250 to 2000 persons.


